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Abstract 

The telecommunication industry has recognized the potential of value added services. To be 
competitive, the companies have to react fast on market changes and on emerging trends. They 
constantly have to offer new services which are requested by the customers. Also smaller 
companies who maybe have nested in a niche have to adjust and extend there services. 
However for the implementation of value added services experts are needed and the 
implementation of a new service is very time consuming. Existing tools either are coarse-
grained or do not offer modern modes of communication such as videoconferencing or web 
services required by value added services. In this paper a novel approach is presented, 
showing how services can be designed with the business process execution language (BPEL) 
and implemented with a service creation environment (SCE) within a short period of time, so 
that only BPEL-knowledge is required to build a new service. With this approach the service 
providers are able to offer custom-made services considering their customers requirements and 
conceivabilities. 
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1. Introduction 

In the past, telephony comprised simple audio connection between two participants. 
With the new emerging possibilities like videoconferencing, instant messaging, 
presence or web services value added services has broadening their scope. Service 
developers need new tools and development frameworks which can cope with the 
new requirements.  

In the last years some frameworks and tools were developed, supporting the creation 
of value added services. However the problem of those tools and frameworks is that 
for the creation of value added services, specialists with extended knowledge are 
needed and the development process takes a lot of time. 

For this reason description languages and graphical service creation environments 
were developed. The disadvantage of these description languages are their limited 
possibilities. Often it is only possible to combine prefabricated services into new 
more powerful services, resulting in a strong coarseness. Furthermore, today's 



services also require interfaces to other resources such as web services and 
databases. Also audio conferencing and video conferencing should be available. 

This paper proposes a service creation environment that makes the following 
scenario possible. A customer has an idea for a service and formulates his service 
idea in textual form. His service provider analyses the service and designs it with the 
help of BPEL (described in chapter 2.1). Therefore the provider uses the building 
blocks (described in chapter 3) that are represented by the partner links within BPEL. 
The resulting BPEL process is not necessarily executable on a BPEL-engine. The 
service creation environment only uses the resulting xml-files from the BPEL 
process and transforms the BPEL files to java code that is deployable on an 
application server (described in chapter 2.2). 

2. Used Technologies  

2.1. BPEL 

The business process execution language is a XML-based language to specify 
business processes. The activities of the business processes are implemented as web 
services. BPEL was defined by Microsoft, IBM and BEA in 2002 as BPEL4WS 1.0 
(BEA et al., 2002). Version 2.0 was defined by OASIS as WS-BPEL 2.0 in 2004 
(OASIS, 2004).  

BPEL processes can invoke other web services and they can be invoked from other 
web services (Figure 1). These services are called partner. A partner communicates 
with the BPEL process through the web service. This web service interface is defined 
in the web service description language (WSDL). The simple object access protocol 
(SOAP) is used as transport protocol between the web services. 

There are two ways BPEL processes can be described. One way is to describe an 
executable business process, which can be run on a BPEL process engine. The other 
way is the description of an abstract business process.  
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Figure 1: BPEL WSDL Interface  



Abstract business processes have the objective to describe only the external visible 
aspects of the BPEL process. To interact with other web services the BPEL process 
has to describe the external behaviour which is relevant for the partners. In this 
approach abstract business processes are used to describe the communication 
building blocks as partners of the main BPEL process. These building blocks are 
implemented in java and are not required to be implemented as executable web 
services in BPEL. 

2.2. JAIN SLEE 

JSLEE or JAIN SLEE (Sun and Open Cloud, 2008) is the Java standard for SLEE 
(Service Logic Execution Environment). JAIN means Java APIs for intelligent 
networks. JSLEE is a high throughput, low latency event processing application 
environment for communication services. It allows the implementation of scalable 
high available communication services. Figure 2 shows an overview of the JAIN 
SLEE application server. The access to network resources is offered by resource 
adaptors (RA). The services are represented as service building blocks (SBBs). 
Invocations are transmitted asynchronously via events.  
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Figure 2: JSLEE Overview 

3. Communication Building Blocks 

This paper proposes communication building blocks which are made available for 
the service designer in BPEL as partners. These partners are connected with the 
process via partner links. Normally external resources such as web services are 
bound to these partner links.  

The partners are communicating with the BPEL process over the WSDL interface. 
To allow for communication between the BPEL process and the building blocks a 
web service interface for the building blocks has to be defined. If the functionality of 
the building blocks increases, the corresponding WSDL interfaces must also be 
extended.  



The building blocks categorize the functionalities provided by the Jain SLEE 
environment and its resource adapters. The goal was to find a small number of re-
usable communication building blocks which cover all necessary functionalities. The 
functionalities are subdivided into eight communication building blocks: Audio, 
video, text, files, conference, data input, data output and data trigger. With the 
combination of some or all of these eight building blocks every value added service 
can be built.  

4. The Service Creation Environment 

4.1. Overview 

To create custom-made value added services the customer formulates a workflow of 
the service idea and describes all requirements and conceivabilities for the value 
added service. His service provider analyses the service and designs a custom-made 
service with the help of BPEL. 

The communication building blocks in BPEL are represented as partners. From these 
partners the designer can use the necessary methods by invoking them on the 
communication building blocks. The finished BPEL process is handed over to the 
service creation engine. There a parser examines the files and builds the service from 
it.  

The service consists of the java classes that represent the JSLEE service building 
blocks and the corresponding descriptor-files. These descriptor-files are xml-files 
required for deploying the services and offering configuration options. Java classes, 
descriptor-files and other dependencies as for example libraries are all copied 
together into the same workspace. There a compiler creates the class files of the 
service. After compiling the service creation in completed and the service can be 
deployed on a JSLEE application server. The service creation process is shown in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Overview of service creation 



4.2. Service description in BPEL 

The service is described in BPEL. The communication building blocks are 
represented in BPEL as partners, shown in Figure 4. The links between the BPEL 
process and its partners are described by partner links. 

The partner links are described in WSDL files. Therefore, for every building block a 
WSDL description is needed to define the available methods and attributes, so that 
they become available in BPEL. The building blocks are abstract BPEL processes. 
The implementation of an executable BPEL process is not necessary, only the 
message exchange between partners is required to be defined.  

Information from the building blocks arrives as events. Information for the building 
blocks is transported via method calls to the communication building blocks. Within 
the compiled service a building block calls the corresponding Resource Adaptor 
which sends out the protocol-specific information. The resulting BPEL process is not 
executable on a BPEL process engine. The BPEL process design tool produces as 
output the *.wsdl, *.xsd, and *.xml files. These files serve as input for the service 
creation. 
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Figure 4: BPEL and the Communication Building Blocks. 

4.3. Service Creation 

The service creation will transform the BPEL process to java source code. The 
resulting files from the BPEL process design tool are serving as input. A parser will 
parse the BPEL files step by step. For every method called on a communication 
building block, the parser will add predefined code-snippets to the java code of the 
JSLEE SBBs and xml elements to the descriptor-files.  

The descriptor-files describe the elements of the service, such as the SBBs, the 
events, and the RAs. The communication building blocks used in BPEL are defined 
as Java code for JSLEE. The java representation of the communication building 



blocks comprises the resource adaptor calls. Every building block is mapped to one 
or more resource adaptors. The BPEL activities and the service workflow are also 
mapped to java code snippets. For every element in BPEL a predefined java 
equivalent is required. These java snippets are structured in XML-Format. For every 
BPEL element a list of xml-java code snippets exists which is dedicated to these 
element.  

When the parser reads the BPEL process, for every element that was found, the 
associated xml-java snippets are added to the source code. For every new resource 
adaptor to be added to the service creation these xml-java snippets have to be 
defined. Therefore the java code of the resource adaptor has to be transformed into 
the corresponding xml format. The new methods and attributes which are needed to 
access the RA from the building blocks must be added to the corresponding BPEL 
partner link.  

The service creation will create a complete workspace with the needed java code, 
descriptor-files, build-files, and libraries. After the creation of the java files and the 
workspace the java compiler creates the service. Now the service can be deployed on 
a JSLEE application server. An overview of the service creation is shown in Figure 
5. 
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Figure 5: Service Creation 

5. Comparison with other Approaches 

5.1. Call Processing Language (CPL), Language for End System Services 
(LESS), Session Processing Language (SPL) and VisuCom 

CPL (Rosenberg et al., 1999) is an xml-based language. It mimics the structure of IN 
service creation. Users can write a script or use a graphical design tool to develop a 
service. To make the service available, the user has to send it to his service provider.  

LESS (Wu and Schulzrinne, 2003) is, like CPL, an xml-based language. It is easy to 
understand also for non-programmers and offers safety, simplicity, and extensibility. 



It contains commands and events that provide direct interaction and control of media 
applications to users, media applications and other end system applications.  

SPL (Burgy et al., 2006) is a domain-specific language which allows for the 
development of robust telephony services and offers an abstraction over the 
underlying protocols and software layers.  

VisuCom (Latry et al., 2007) is a graphical telephony service creation and execution 
environment over SPL. It enables non-programmers to define services. It offers 
intuitive visual constructs and menus that permit users a quick development of 
telephony services.  

However the scope of these approaches is limited to end-user services and the 
scripting languages are mostly coarse-grained. The approach defined in this paper 
allows a finer granularity and a wider range of communication modes. New 
resources can be added through JAIN SLEE by implementing new resource adapters. 
To enable access to the new resources, java code snippets have to be defined and the 
methods to control the new resources have to be added to the communication 
building blocks. 

5.2. DiaGen 

DiaGen introduces a declarative language over Java. Out of the declarative language, 
DiaGen (Jouve et al., 2008) generate a framework for the java programming 
language. This framework provides service discovery and high-level communication 
mechanisms. The framework generates the class skeletons of service classes. The 
programmer must fill in the service code. 

However with the approach described in this paper a programmer has to write the 
java code only once. Then the resulting code snippets are mapped to the 
correspondent building blocks. New resources can be added through new resource 
adapters. These resource adapters can be developed by the service provider or 
acquired from the vendor of the JSLEE application server.  

6. Conclusion and the Future 

In this paper a new service creation environment was proposed. This work should 
overcome problems shown by other approaches. The goal of this SCE is a rapid and 
easy creation of customer-made value added services. The creation of new services 
can be achieved by service designer who understand the business process execution 
language.  

The communication building blocks provide a simple, comfortable possibility for the 
designer to create the BPEL process. The SCE transforms the BPEL process to java 
code and builds the class-files. The JSLEE application server with its resource 
adapters offers defined interfaces which can mapped to the building blocks in BPEL.  

The combination of JSLEE, BPEL, and the service creation engine allow a rapid 
development of value added services. The next step is the definition of building 



block methods with the corresponding java code snippets. A XML-structure has to 
be defined to structure the code snippets for code generation. 
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